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The story of stone sculpture: from quarry to workshop to installation

on form in numbers
This is our 9th biennial exhibition. We have placed 384 sculptures by 40
artists from 9 countries across 14 acres of garden and meadow. Our first
exhibition, in 2002, showed 56 sculptures by 10 artists. The first exhibition
dedicated exclusively to stone was in 2004. Of this year’s sculptors, 11 are
new to on form, and 3 have been in all of our 9 exhibitions. This exhibition is
the culmination of many months of work by the sculptors with clouds of dust
in freezing snow and boiling heat. We have taken over a year to plan the
exhibition, and 3 weeks to install it.
Stone sculpture is the heart of on form. We love the slowing-down effect it
has on people. We hope you are going to enjoy exploring on form 18 and
all the treasures it has to offer.

Asthall
Asthall Manor dates from the seventeenth century, but occupies a
medieval site. Its most famous residents, the Mitford sisters, lived here
from 1919 to 1926. It is now the private home of Rosie Pearson and her
family, when it is not hosting on form or other events and retreats. The
garden was designed by Isabel and Julian Bannerman in 1997-8 and is
constantly evolving. Next door, St Nicholas Church dates from the twelfth
century, and has many delightful and rare features. More details of the
history of Asthall can be found on our website.

Erika Anfinsen

Erika Anfinsen uses stone to create playful and
energetic silhouettes. Using minimalistic designs,
she introduces a remarkable lightness to her
carvings. In pieces such as her sofa and pillows,
the stone appears to be soft and textured,
and giving the impression of delicate pieces of
furniture. Here, the perfectly finished surfaces
capture the folds and creases that would be
found within the fabric; indentations perhaps
left from the last sitter. She masters the stone,
creating works that can be relished, used and
enjoyed rather than just viewed. By effectively

capturing the beauty of the everyday, Erika
reimagines space by bringing the inside outside.
Erika was born in Germany but now resides in
Bergen. She divides her work between Bergen
and Pietrasanta, where she sculpts in marble.
She has been carving marble for 11 years and
has had numerous exhibitions at home and
internationally, with several exhibitions this
year in Norway and Pietrasanta. She has also
made major artistic contributions to public
spaces including those in Germany, Italy,
Austria and Norway.
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4

5

1. Sofa
Carrara marble &
steel frame
88 x 180 x 60 cm
Garden E3

2. Cushion 1
Carrara marble
16 x 42 x 42 cm
Garden D2

3. Cushion 2
Carrara marble
16 x 42 x 42 cm
Garden D3

4. Stone Picnic
Materials vary
Dimensions vary
Garden G4

5. Limone
Carrara marble,
paint on wooden base
25 x 40 x 20 cm
Garden G4

3

Steven Atkinson

Using his extensive architectural knowledge to
inform his work in stone, Steven Atkinson creates
intriguing, complex and surreal sculptures. His
work seems to have been conjured from the
very depths of the subconscious, reflecting the
complexity of human experience as he lays
bare our anxieties, conflicts and interactions.
These sculptures are the product of careful
planning using state of the art 3D software,
allowing Steven to experiment with different
configurations and ideas before beginning
his final pieces. By using a combination of
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Perspective

6

6. Perspective
Portland stone & black
serpentine soapstone
170 x 40 x 30 cm
Garden D2

8

7. Babel
Portland stone & black
serpentine soapstone
120 x 40 x 25 cm
Garden F4

8. Fossil
Black serpentine
soapstone
50 x 50 x 30 cm
Garden E4

technology and craf t, Steven’s sculptures
continue to amaze and intrigue, pulling the
viewer in with their playful details.
Steven is a digital artist and sculptor. He
currently works in his studio in south London.
He completed a Diploma in Architectural Stone
Carving at the City and Guilds of London Art
School where he developed his interest in using
stone. He originally trained and practised as
an architect but now works as a photographer
and 3D visualiser.
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9. Entanglement
Carrara marble &
St Bees sandstone
30 x 30 x 30 cm
Ballroom

Steven Atkinson
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12

10

10. Auricular
Alabaster, brass rods
on Welsh slate
40 x 20 x 30 cm
Office

11. Repose
Alabaster & black
serpentine soapstone
50 x 40 x 10 cm
Office

12. Mind the Step
Carrara marble &
St Bees sandstone
26 x 26 x 40 cm
Gallery

Examining the natural proper ties of stone
and exploring its fragility and strength, Ezra
Bailey’s works possess a sense of mystery
and simplicity. Using Carrara marble, Ezra
carves an object that perfectly displays this
relationship - the delicate form of an egg. The
eggshells are embossed with gold leaf, cracked
open to reveal their dazzling contents. In his
other pieces, Ezra carves detailed and surreal
landscapes into slate. Solitary figures stand
or sit, looking out across glass lakes or staring
down a precipice. Unusual and beguiling, Ezra’s

Ezra Bailey

works convey a strange and enigmatic energy
engaging the viewer with questions about life
and relationships.
Ezra was born in Manchester in 1983. In
2005 he gained a BA in Fine Art at Bretton Hall,
University of Leeds. To extend and deepen
his understanding of working with stone, he
completed a stonemasonry course in York,
gaining a distinction. Ezra is now based in
London, working predominantly in Carrara
marble, serpentine and slate

14
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13. “WHAT?”
Slate & glass
15 x 114 x 7 cm
Porch F2

15

14. “I can’t believe
there’s a queue!”
Slate
50 x 19.5 x 2 cm
Cloisters F3

15. “Now What?”
Slate
35 x 22 x 4.5 cm
Ballroom

Ezra Bailey
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16. Torn Triptych Black
Nero marble & gold leaf
30 x 20 x 63 cm
Ballroom

17. Torn Triptych Grey
Bardiglio marble & gold leaf
30 x 20 x 63 cm
Ballroom

18. Torn Triptych White
Carrara marble & gold leaf
30 x 20 x 63 cm
Ballroom

18

21

19. Selection of small
works in cabinet
Materials vary
Dimensions vary
Cabinet

20. Eggshell No.12
Raindrop opal stone
20 x 16 x 47 cm
Gallery

21. Eggshell No.14
Lepidolite
17 x 13 x 43 cm
Gallery

Using the form of the dove in his ‘Peace’ series,
John Bizas’s sculptures are instilled with a
poignant socio-political commentary. Each
dove is hollowed out, leaving a delicate and
dainty outer-shell; a striking reminder of the
fragility of the struggle for worldwide peace.
Incorporating other materials such as rope,
bullets and barbed wire into his sculptures,
John’s works speak for themselves, offering
a haunting visual message of struggle. By
m a s ter ful ly t ra ns for ming contemp ora r y
social issues into works of art, John infuses

John Bizas
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27

22. A Bullet for the Peace
25. For the Peace?
23. Black
Italian statuario &
24. Death Head Hawk Moth barbed wire
Materials vary
23 x 33 x 33 cm
Dimensions vary
Ballroom
Ballroom

24

each sculpture with a powerful reminder of
humanity’s dark side.
Born in 1980 and raised on the Greek Island
of Chios, John has had a passion for marble and
sculpture since he was a child. His love of marble
took him to Italy in 2008. His work is in several
public spaces across the world and he has had
numerous critically acclaimed exhibitions in
Moscow, New York and Milan. John now lives
in America and divides his time between his
studios in the US and Greece.
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26. Red
Iranian travertine
20 x 30 x 15 cm
Ballroom

27. Crucified Peace
Italian statuario &
iron nails
31 x 41 x 10 cm
Office

28. Wounded
Italian statuario &
wooden arrow
45 x 22 x 11 cm
Office

29. Blue
Brazilian quartz
24 x 12 x 27 cm
Gallery

Helaine Blumenfeld

Helaine Blumenfeld’s work is about beauty and
the expression of feeling; the forms often come
to her in dreams and she explores them in clay
before committing them to marble.
I created Allegro at a time when themes in
my sculptural practice were flowing through my
work as individual melodies or musical passages,
at times creating harmony and occasionally
producing dissonance. In On the Edge the marble
is carved so thin that light enters the piece and
becomes a part of its meaning. Meridiana
means sundial in Italian; Meridiana’s shadow

changes with each hour and season.
Helaine’s work is in collections throughout
the world, including the Cour tauld Gallery,
the Smithsonian and the Tate. Two monumental
works in marble can be seen in Hyde Park. In
1985, she had a joint show with Henry Moore in
New York. Helaine was a professor of philosophy
before she turned to sculpture in the 1960s,
when she studied under the legendary Russian
artist, Ossip Zadkine. In 2007, she won the
International Sculpture Prize, and was awarded
an honorary OBE in 2011.

31

30

30. Allegro
Marble
75 x 46 x 35 cm
Ballroom

32

31. Meridiana
Marble
100 x 28 x 45 cm
Ballroom

32. On The Edge
Marble
110 x 55 x 45 cm
Gallery

Aly Brown’s semi-figurative sculptures seem to
emerge gracefully from the blocks of stone she
uses. The flowing, curvilinear lines of her carving
reveal the fluidity of shape, encapsulating the
sensual energy inherent within the female form.
Each form seems to be captured in a singular
moment, frozen within the stillness of the
stone and yet unmistakably alive, pulsating
with vitality. With such a sensitive and dynamic
approach to sculpting, Aly not only reveals
the pla s ticity of the s tone, transforming
our preconceived understanding of such an

Aly Brown

inflexible medium, but transforms the rock into
beautiful works of art.
I began collecting stones as a child whenever
I went to a beach or along a river bank and that
has continued all my life. I trip over the samples
and there are not enough shelves left in my
house and studio to place them on!
Her career as a sculptor began at Heatherley’s
Art School as a mature student. It was in the
second year of her sculpting diploma that her
passion for carving began. Aly now works in her
studio in London.
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33. Antheia
Vietnamese marble
145 x 40 x 18 cm
Garden E2

34. Gaia
Purbeck blue
75 x 32 x 18 cm
Garden E2

35. Calyx
Vietnamese marble
190 x 56 x 21 cm
River meadow

36. Laysia
Vietnamese marble
57 x 20 x 18 cm
Potting Shed

37. Coralie
Alabaster
67 x 64 x 26 cm
Ballroom

38. Morfi II
Norwegian stone
56 x 22 x 6 cm
Ballroom

Aly Brown
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39. Entwine
Alabaster
56 x 28 x 22 cm
Gallery

40. Silhouette
Alabaster
18 x 9 x 5 cm
Cabinet

41. Sands of Time V
Alabaster
50 x 57 x 30 cm
Office

42. Female Form
Alabaster
23 x 10 x 8 cm
Office

43. Sands of Time VI
Alabaster
25 x 25 x 8 cm
Church

44. Dark Moon
Chlorite
43 x 38 x 10 cm
Church

Regis Chaperon

Co m b in ing t h e a n ci e nt a r t of J a p a n es e
paper folding with the immutable nature of
stone, French sculptor Régis Chaperon brings
b e auty a n d a n un ex p e c te d t wis t to t h e
folds of his elegant sculptures. Using pure
and simple lines, the stone appears to have
been carefully creased and bent, transformed
into int r i cate ex p re s s i o ns of re a l i t y. B y
continually exploring the geometric constraints
within his work, Régis injects an utterly modern
approach to stone sculpting with this unusual
marriage of origami and stone.
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45. Hen
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
120 x 63 x 120 cm
Garden D3

46. Windmill
Kilkenny limestone
70 x 70 x 11 cm
Garden G4

47. Dove
Thala stone
58 x 22 x 40 cm
Garden F1

Régis started working in stone at 17. His
natural sensitivity for form led him to Carrara,
Italy and later to the University of Valencia,
where he became engaged with contemporary
concepts of art. His sculptures are now in private
collections in England, France and Spain. He
has public work in Germany and Italy and has
carried out public and private commissions
worldwide. He has also become involved with
urban and interior design, bringing together his
artistic vision and his considerable technical
knowledge of working with stone.
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48. Boat
Kilkenny limestone
24 x 31 x 70 cm
Cloisters F3

51

Black Butterflies

49. Black Butterflies 1
50. Black Butterflies 2
51. Black Butterflies 3
Kilkenny limestone
Dimensions vary
Garden C3

Regis Chaperon
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52. Swan
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
90 x 55 x 78 cm
River meadow

53. Hare
Thala stone
70 x 22 x 50 cm
Potting Shed

54. House
Cadeby stone
31 x 36 x 44 cm
Ballroom
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55. Chick
Thala stone
20 x 13 x 20 cm
Ballroom

56. White Butterfly
Portuguese marble
10 x 33 x 18 cm
Office

L u ke’s wo r k i s co n ce r n e d w i t h m a r k i n g
progression on a personal level. The sculptures
relate to natural forms and domestic objects
without being either. The intention is to suggest
something ancient while being new, light
whilst having mass, purpose without being
explicit. In his current body of work, he uses
the translucence of thinly carved marble to
illuminate and energise the form.

Luke Dickinson
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57. Uberous
Estremoz marble
108 x 60 x 30 cm
Garden F3

58. Rising & Falling
Kilkenny stone
90 x 90 x 18 cm
River meadow

Born in 1964, Luke trained as a stonemason
before working on Winchester and Salisbury
Cathedrals. He then went on to study stone
carving at City and Guilds of London Art School
before embarking on an MA in Site Specific
Sculpture at Wimbledon School of Art. He has
worked in Carrara, Italy as well as completing
a number of landscape projects in Zimbabwe,
Pakistan and India. He has exhibited widely
in the UK.

Luke Dickinson
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59. Visible & Invisible
Estremoz marble
80 x 80 x 8 cm
Garden D2

Visible & Invisible

60. Yielding
Mandale limestone
23 x 95 x 21 cm
Garden D3

Luke Dickinson
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61. Between un-being
and being
Estremoz marble
40 x 40 x 6 cm
Ballroom

62. High
Iranian travertine on
jaisalmer yellow base
46 x 10 x 10 cm
Ballroom

63. Honour
Lapis lazuli on
kilkenny base
7 x 17 x 24 cm
Ballroom

64. Object for Rituals VII
Estremoz marble
37 x 12 x 3 cm
Cabinet

Emma Elliott

65

Emma Elliott creates powerful protest pieces.
Moved by the devastating losses to elephant
and rhino populations from illegal poaching,
Emma felt compelled to dedicate a body
of work to the distressing decline of some of
the planet’s most magnificent creatures. Emma
also used a trip to the Holocaust Memorial
Museum in Yad Vashem, Israel as inspiration
for her piece, Reconciliation. In this work,
beauty and ugliness are united as Jesus and a
Holocaust survivor share mutual wounds; their
suffering and survival intertwined.  

66
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65. High & Dry
Breccia Medicea
60 x 50 x 80 cm
Garden E2

Born in 1983, Emma studied art in Florence
and received classical training in portraiture.
It was only after she moved back to the UK
that she began to build a conceptual portfolio
of sculptural work. She has been working
with marble since 2012. Her sculpture has
continued to develop, often as an emotional
response to her own experiences. Emma won
the Winter Pride 2014 and Passion for Freedom
2015 awards and her work is held in a number
of prestigious public and private collections.
Emma won our on form bursary this year, for
sculptors under 35 who are working in stone.
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66. Wry?No!
Carrara marble
31 x 66 x 11 cm
Ballroom

67. Reconciliation
Carrara marble
20 x 110 x 25 cm
Church

68. Elephantom
Carrara marble
64 x 80 x 29 cm
Churchyard

69. The Scream
(opposite)
Carrara marble
70 x 41 x 44 cm
Garden E3

Rob Good’s cloud sculptures have evolved
significantly from his previous stylised forms.
Now working from clay and plaster maquettes,
he creates more realistic representations which
aim to portray the lightness, weightlessness
and dramatic energy of clouds. Employing
various approaches, such as hollowing out or
combining separate stones, each fantastical
work conveys an enchanting narrative.

Rob Good
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70. Livestock I
Carrara marble
35 x 20 x 20 cm
Garden D2

71. Livestock II
Travertine & wood
37 x 33 x 17 cm
Garden D2

72. Sogno d’Altezza
Carrara marble
80 x 60 x 70 cm
Garden E2

Rob was born in London in 1982. He holds a
first class degree in sculpture from the University
of Leeds, and an MA from Chelsea College of
Art and Design. Rob was the last winner of the
Brian Mercer Fellowship for a sculptor working
in stone, and spent three months at Studio Sem
in Pietrasanta in 2017. The work that he made
during this time was recently shown at the Royal
Society of Sculptors in London.

Rob Good
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73. Sogno d’Ombra
Bardiglio marble
23 x 60 x 20 cm
River meadow
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74. Sogno di Luce
Calacatta marble
35 x 35 x 15 cm
River meadow

75. Storm Cloud
Bardiglio marble
25 x 45 x 15 cm
Ballroom

76. Sogno di Volo
Statuario marble
32 x 63 x 32 cm
Church

A re-creation of myths, symbols and meanings,
John Greer’s work for on form 18 is concerned
with oracles and money, using recognisable
objects that were a precursor to currency and
language. Bones, stones and turtle shells are
all loaded with cultural significance, becoming
fragments of grand systems that crumbled
long ago. What was once ancient becomes
new and what was once classic becomes
instantly contemporary. As philosophical as
they are playful, John’s sculptures focus on
human history, linking us to a more universal
and mysterious energy.

John Greer
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77. The Now of Time
(leg bone)
Iranian travertine &
black granite
185 x 50 x 50 cm
Garden G4

78. The Now of Time
(Small bone fragment)
Iranian travertine
& black granite
88 x 52 x 29 cm
Garden G4

John has exhibited his work extensively in
Canada, USA, Korea and Europe since 1967. He
taught sculpture for 26 years at the Nova Scotia
College of Art and Design. In this position his
thinking and teaching shaped and influenced
contemporary sculpture and three-dimensional
art practice in Canada and abroad. His work is
represented in the major museums of Canada.
He was recognized for his lifetime achievement
and significant contribution to contemporary
Canadian visual art with the Governor General’s
Award in 2009.
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79. Chest of Mysteries
Carrara marble
10 x 73 x 53 cm
Garden G3

80. The Now of Time
(ox shoulder)
Iranian travertine
& black granite
168 x 110 x 40 cm
Garden G4

81. The Now of Time
(turtle shell)
Iranian travertine
& black granite
164 x 90 x 40 cm
Garden G4

John Greer
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82. Balanced
Siena travertine
& black granite
100 x 153 x 95 cm
Garden E2
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83. Cowry Revisited
Iranian travertine
20 x 68 x 44 cm
Cloisters F3

84. Twice Removed
Statuario marble
19 x 73 x 44 cm
Cloisters F3

Jon Isherwood
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85. Singer of Tales
Black granite
152 x 142 x 152 cm
Garden F3

Delicately incised with unpredictable surface
patterns, Jon Isherwood’s sculptures explore
the multifaceted qualities of stone. In Singer
of Tales, car ved lines contour the sur face,
compressing and distorting the sculpture’s form.
By experimenting with different finishes and
using hi-tech carving techniques, Jon attains an
uncompromised precision in his treatment of the
sculpture’s exterior. Each work calls to attention
the colour, volume and shape of the stone. Their
contorted forms appear to make the marble
seem soft and squishy, a remarkable feat for
such a dense material.

Jon was born in Yorkshire in 1960. He studied
at Leeds College of Art, Canterbury College
of Art and at Syracuse University, where he
graduated in 1987. Jon was a protégé of Anthony
Caro, working as a sculpture technician and
from 1988–93 as a participating artist at Caro’s
Triangle Artists’ Workshop in New York. He began
working with stone in the early 1990s. Jon is the
founder of The Digital Stone Project and is on the
board of directors of Franconia Sculpture Park,
Minnesota; Leeds College of Art; Canterbury
College of Art; Syracuse University. Jon currently
lives and works in the United States.

Jon Isherwood
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86. French Mist
Novolato marble
130 x 57 x 43 cm
Garden F3
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87. For Breath
Travertine
19 x 13 x 13 cm
Cabinet

88. Song (Version 5)
Black granite
60 x 57 x 65 cm
Church

Jantien Kahn

The delicate chisel work on each of Jantien
Ka h n’s s c u l p t u re s i s p a i n s ta k i n g ly a n d
meticulously finished by hand. She carefully
works the surfaces of her sculptures, exposing
the sinuous geological faults, veins and splits
within the stone. She is able to project the stately
qualities of the stone, connecting hardness with
softness and liberating the hidden, tempting
us to touch these unconventional and organic
forms. Jantien’s smallest pieces, to be found in
our cabinets, distil her simple and meditative
style into the palm of your hand.

J a nt ien wor ks a nd l ives alter n ately in
Amsterdam and Brittany. Whilst studying Art
Therapy, Jantien took sculpture classes with
three Dutch stone sculptors. Since deciding
to make sculpting her profession, she has
continued to develop her skills and deepen
h e r k n ow l e d g e of d e s i g n , t h ro u g h b ot h
apprenticeship and masterclasses, as well
as everyday practice in her own studio. Her
work can be found in private collections in both
Holland and abroad.
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89. buoyant 1
Iranian travertine
33 x 41 x 26 cm
Garden F2

90. buoyant 2
Iranian travertine
30 x 41 x 26 cm
Garden F2

91. roi de mer
Turkish marble
44 x 43 x 10 cm
Cloisters F3

92. en bouton
Iranian travertine
19.5 x 18 x 22 cm
Ballroom

93. for Iris too
Serpentine stone
34 x 44 x 14 cm
Ballroom

94. picking up
from the water
Serpentine stone
66 x 11 x 30 cm
Ballroom

Jantien Kahn
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95. oöliet 2
Pakistani limestone
16 x 23 x 19 cm
Ballroom

96. èpanouir 2
Pakistani limestone
23 x 28 x 28 cm
Office

97. gemini
Iranian travertine
20 x 20 x 30 cm
Office

98. gemini II
Iranian travertine
27 x 18 x 19 cm
Office

99. plooiing (folding)
Pakistani limestone
18.5 x 23.5 x 15 cm
Gallery

100. to unfurl
Irish blue limestone
14 x 31 x 15 cm
Gallery

Jantien Kahn
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101. oöliet
102. core
103. windkanter 2
Materials vary
Dimensions vary
Gallery

104. layering
Travertine
10 x 46.5 x 10 cm
Gallery

103

104
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107

108

105. geborgte 1
Alabaster
20 x 32 x 26 cm
Gallery

106. geborgte 4
Black alabaster
19 x 38.5 x 25 cm
Gallery

107. sweet dream
Alabaster
14 x 30 x 18 cm
Church

108. Selection of small
works in cabinet
Materials vary
Dimensions vary
Cabinet

David Klein’s figures and animals seem to grow
organically from within the raw, craggy intensity
of the ancient rock. By carving with the simplest
of tools – hammer, point and claw - he protects
the quieter, embryonic nature of his sculptures,
inviting the viewer’s touch and appreciation of
their frailty and beauty.
My principal interest is in form and line, its
endless possibilities to calm, excite or surprise
the eye whilst always being a uniquely physical
encounter.

David Klein
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109. Struggle
Portland stone
75 x 45 x 50 cm
Garden F2

111

110. Owl
Portland stone
60 x 30 x 30 cm
Garden E4

111. Elemental
Purbeck marble
56 x 33 x 40 cm
Garden C3

David was born in Wimbledon in 1962. He
studied at Exeter and Guildford universities.
At the age of 29, after a career in bio-medical
engineering and following an extended trip
across Africa in a landrover, David made the
bold step into sculpture. He studied for 4 years
in Stoke-on-Trent at the Elizabeth Frink School
of Sculpture and Staffordshire University. He has
had numerous solo and group exhibitions and was
selected as a Victoria & Albert Museum Sculpture
Finalist in 2006. David now lives and works on the
South Coast, close to the stones he carves.

David Klein
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112. Slender
Sienna white
110 x 22 x 23 cm
Garden D2

113. Genesis
Portland stone
50 x 60 x 40 cm
Garden E3

114. Ballet
Bath stone
80 x 35 x 25 cm
Garden E3

115. Equus IV
Portland stone
100 x 50 x 25 cm
Potting Shed

116. Bird of Prey III
Portland stone
100 x 38 x 42 cm
River meadow

117. Bird of Prey II
Portland stone
55 x 25 x 15 cm
Church

Christine Madies

Christine Madies explores fluidity, looking at the
way stone can behave as a liquid substance.
Waves and bubbles appear on the surface of
her sculptures, as if some invisible forces were
at work, distorting the stone’s structure and
transforming the very core of its matter. These
bubbles and waves seem to ripple slowly across
the surface, creating an illusion of movement
and tranquillity. From solid to liquid, gravity to
lightness, static to animated, such are some of
the remarkable metamorphoses found within
Christine’s sculpture.
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118. Undulating approach
Carrara marble
50 x 90 x 40 cm
Garden E2

120

119. Stormy weather
Portoro marble
65 x 65 x 15 cm
Cloisters F3

120. The land of
look beyond
Carrara marble
30 x 140 x 76 cm
Potting Shed

Christine was born in 1960 in Paris. Originally
a social worker, she studied sculpture during
her spare time in Lyon. In 1992 Christine went to
live in Pietrasanta in order to work with marble
more extensively. She has participated in many
international sculpture symposiums, mainly in
China and has exhibited in several countries.
She currently works in Italy and France and
her sculptures are in both public and private
collections throughout the world.

Christine Madies
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121. Rising
Rosa Portogallo marble
22 x 72 x 40 cm
Ballroom

122. Wiggling my way
Black Spanish marble
19 x 60 x 10 cm
Ballroom

123. On tip toes
White onyx
12 x 37 x 26 cm
Office

123

124. Melting
Onyx
12 x 18 x 4 cm
Cabinet

125. Dragon
Black Spanish marble
28 x 86 x 10 cm
Gallery

Bridget McCrum

Bridget McCrum’s sculptures contain oblique
references to the gentle curves of the hills of
South Devon and the stark limestone cliffs
carved by the wind and sea on the island of
Gozo. But it is the motif of the bird that is most
important to Bridget’s work. Telling the story
behind her major new sculpture for on form 18,
Bridget says:
When in Khartoum on a visit to the Sudan, I
saw in the museum a granite leg for a Pharaoh’s
bed. It had a bird sitting on the base, presumably
to give the bed more stability. I thought what a

great idea for a sculpture; it looked as though
the bird had hopped off the top and decided to
sit on the base. It made me smile. So here it is!
Bridget trained as a painter. She took up
sculpture in her forties after bringing up her
family. She has exhibited widely and her work
is in many public and private collections around
the world, including Minnesota Landscape
Arboretum; Rolls Royce Aero Engines; Lismore
Castle, Co Cork and Golden Door Foundation,
San Diego. Bridget now works in Devon.

127

126

126. The Pharaoh’s
bedpost
Kilkenny limestone
& Carrara marble
125 x 40 x 55 cm
Garden E3

127. Uccellini 1
Kilkenny limestone
27 x 17 x 8.5 cm
Ballroom

Alyosha Moeran

128

128. Tidemark
Cumbrian green slate
98 x 17 x 10 cm
Garden F3

129. Flitter
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
90 x 50 x 45 cm
Garden F3

This year at on form 18, Alyosha Moeran is
showing his lithophones, which visitors can
strike to explore the way in which sound and
stone inter t wine. Alyosha illuminates the
natural tone and harmony of rock, making
use of the negative spaces within these
melodious sculptures. He also creates bulbous
pomegranate seeds and fern-like shapes,
embodying all his sculptures with a sense of
life, rhythm and energy.
The process of carving stone is like a kind of
active dreaming. The material has a density, an
unforgiving nature and sense of permanence,

but the work I do is more about trying to convey
an idea of transformation, of fragility and
lightness.
Alyosha was brought up in Japan and moved
to the UK at 13. He read History at Cambridge
before discovering stone carving, and has worked
variously as a dry stone waller, restoration
carver, letter-carver and sculptor. He trained in
stonemasonry at the Building Crafts College and
later in architectural stone carving at the City and
Guilds London School of Art in 1996. Alyosha has
since undertaken Public Art Commissions across
the UK. He now works at his studio in East Sussex.

129

130

131

132

130. Swing
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
50 x 45 x 70 cm
Garden F4

131. Flutter
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
45 x 85 x 45 cm
Garden F4

132. Major Domo
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
40 x 80 x 80 cm
Garden D2

Alyosha Moeran

133

134

133. Adrift
Mandale stone
60 x 30 x 23 cm
Garden F1

135

134. Whisper
Purbeck marble
45 x 60 x 60 cm
Garden E3

135. Breezed
Kilkenny limestone
30 x 20 x 10 cm
Ballroom

Alyosha Moeran

136

137

138

139

140

141

136. Puff
Burlington slate
16 x 28 x 28 cm
Ballroom

137. Spring
Alabaster
22 x 22 x 22 cm
Office

138. Tuning Stone
Hopton wood limestone
37.5 x 17.5 x 17.5 cm
Office

139. Snail’s pace
Purbeck marble
28 x 25 x 17 cm
Gallery

140. Bellow
Portland Roach
14 x 26 x 19 cm
Gallery

141. Selection of
small works in cabinet
Materials vary
Dimensions vary
Cabinet

Nicolas Moreton

Nicolas Moreton’s sculpture, whether botanical
or hum a n in inspirat ion , t ra nscends t he
boundary between abstract and figurative.
Nicolas uses the vocabulary of the stone to
add to the narrative of each piece. Figures of
women blend into flowers or corkscrew into
cur vaceous and swelling forms. With such
mischievous sensuality, Nicolas’s sculptures
seem to reach far back in time. Carving these
ancient figures, bulbous pieces of fruit and
growing forms, Nicolas captures what was
once an ancient preoccupation with survival,
longevity and nourishment.

144

143

142

142. From Earth to Heaven
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
200 x 52 x 20 cm
Garden D4

145

143. Budding Venus
Pink Ancaster limestone
105 x 33 x 16 cm
Garden E4

144. Blooming Marvelous
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
96 x 32 x 18 cm
Garden F4

Nicolas has been sculpting for 25 years
since obtaining his degree from Wolverhampton
University. He has exhibited throughout the UK,
including The Royal Academy, Chelsea Flower
Show and more recently at Messum’s in London.
In 1995 he became an Associate of the Royal
British Society of Sculptors. In 2006 Nicolas
won the prestigious Brian Mercer International
Fellowship Award to Italy and in 2010 he won the
People’s Choice Award at the National Sculpture
Exhibition in Liverpool.

145. Manga Sunflower
Ancaster weatherbed
& gold leaf
135 x 10 x 13 cm
Garden F3

Nicolas Moreton

146

147

150

151

146. Exotic Fruits
Pink Ancaster limestone
Dimensions vary
Garden G3

147. Imperial Lord
148. Imperial Lady
Indian red granite
231 x 46 x 25 cm
River meadow

149. Seal Pebble
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone (can be heated)
45 x 120 x 50 cm
River meadow

148

149

152

150. Rising Form IV
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
141 x 28 x 10 cm
Potting Shed

151. Seed Pebble
Ancaster weatherbed
(can be heated and lit)
45 x 120 x 50 cm
Potting Shed

152. Ritual Server
Rosa Portogallo marble
2 x 39 x 15 cm
Office

Nicolas Moreton

153

154

156

157

153. Genie
Hornton limestone
30 x 14 x 10 cm
Gallery

154. Twinkle Twinkle
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
43 x 13 x 11 cm
Gallery

155. Wallflower
Italian alabaster
66 x 13 x 8 cm
Gallery

155

156. Rising Form II
Italian marble
132 x 30 x 8 cm
Church

157. A Knowing Presence
Alabaster & candle
33 x 30 x 46 cm
Church

An ingenious negotiation of the ancient and
the contemporary, Jason’s inspirations include
prehistoric tools and archaeological archetypes.
There is a sense of vigour and character in each
sculptural encounter. The work contains power
and potential, taking on the role of sentinels,
guardians or forgotten ancient objects. The
ambiguous nature of each sculpture’s identity
invites the viewer to find multiple readings.
Originally from Nor thern Ireland, Jason
studied Fine Art sculpture at the University

of Northumbria. In 1994 he worked with the
Japanese stone car ver and Henry Moore
Fellow, Hideo Furuta. Jason made his first trip
to the marble quarries of Carrara in Italy in
1996, assisting the British stone sculptor, Paul
Mason. Jason’s work is held in collections in the
USA, Norway, France and the UK. He exhibits in
both group and solo exhibitions with a variety
of larger public works on display throughout
the UK and Eire. He now works and lives in Kent.

Jason Mulligan

160

158

158. King
159. Queen
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
200 x 60 x 50 cm
Garden E2

159

160. You didn’t find me,
I found you
Portland Perryfield
limestone
130 x 110 x 90 cm
Garden D3

161. Pitted Club Head
Rajasthani marble
100 x 80 x 25 cm
Garden D1

161

Jason Mulligan

162

162. Toffee Hammer
Turkish lilac marble
84 x 30 x 23 cm
Garden D2

163. Bone Idol
Sivec marble
84 x 35 x 23 cm
Garden F2

163

164

165

166

164. Flake
Kilkenny limestone
110 x 40 x 30 cm
River meadow

165. Bethersden Bone Idol
Bethersden marble
18 x 11 x 11 cm
Ballroom

166. Two Tribes
Lilac marble
80 x 37 x 11 cm
Ballroom

Jason Mulligan

167

168

169

170

171

172

167. Dimple Stone
Bethersden marble
28 x 25 x 11 cm
Ballroom

168. Ground Stone
Carrara marble
32 x 24 x 20 cm
Ballroom

169. King and Queen
of Portoro
Portoro marble
34 x 24 x 11 cm
Ballroom

170. Hathor
Lilac marble
45 x 32 x 15 cm
Ballroom

171. Domestic Ritual
Bethersden marble
& Portoro marble
28 x 15 x 4 cm
Office

172. Ceremonial Adze
Lilac marble
41 x 9 x 7 cm
Gallery

Jason Mulligan

173

174

175

176

177

178

173. Little Olaf
Rosso levanto marble
52 x 30 x 15 cm
Gallery

174. Blue Bone Idol
Visag blue granite
44 x 17 x 14 cm
Gallery

175. Knapping Stone
Rainforest green marble
33 x 23 x 16 cm
Gallery

176. Kaspar
Pink Ancaster limestone
38 x 19 x 13 cm
Gallery

177. The Axe of Sharabha
Rajasthani marble
92 x 25 x 20 cm
Church

178. Selection of small
works in cabinet
Materials vary
Dimensions vary
Cabinet

Alison Munby

179

179. Giant Woodlouse
Kilkenny limestone
65 x 100 x 75 cm
Garden G3

Alison Munby’s sculptures engage in notions
of balance, movement and nature. These
sensitively rendered works create dynamic
and intricate surfaces. Continually inspired
by mathematical patterns like the Fibonacci
sequence, golden ratio and pi, familiar forms
such as a woodlouse or a fir cone are pushed
in new directions, using geometric patterns to
stand in for their traditional shape. Instinctively
recognisable, Alison uses the timeless quality of
the stone to produce sculptures of great beauty,
manifesting a connection with the natural world.

Alison has had no formal training in sculpture
but has long held an interest in stone carving.
While working in the office at on form 14, an
opportunity arose to try stone sculpting at a
workshop with fellow exhibitor, Guy Stevens.
Inspired and encouraged by other on form
sculptors and the curators, Anna and Rosie,
Alison was sponsored by on form to attend
Dar tmoor Ar ts Projec t 2015 run by Peter
Randall-Page and tutored by David BramptonGreene. Since then Alison has had several
exhibitions across the UK. This is her first year
exhibiting at on form as a sculptor.

180

180. Banksia
Guiting limestone
57 x 33 x 25 cm
Garden B2

Alison Munby

181

182

183

184

185

186

181. Cone II
Peakmoor sandstone
43 x 26 x 26 cm
Cloisters F3

182. Cone I
Peakmoor sandstone
26 x 43 x 26 cm
Cloisters F3

183. Cone III
Peakmoor sandstone
13 x 43 x 13 cm
Cloisters F3

184. Snail
Clunch limestone
24 x 33 x 28 cm
Ballroom

185. Small Woodlouse
Kilkenny limestone
9 x 13 x 10 cm
Cabinet

186. Selection of small birds
Chrysocolla
5 x 11 x 6.5 cm
Cabinet

Vanessa Paschakarnis

The Capricorn heads - small goats with large
horns – embody Vanessa Paschakarnis’s
fascination with domesticated beasts.
“I know animals and I go out and find rocks that
look like these shapes and then I remake them. It
is the opposite of abstracting a form.” Vanessa
imbues her sculptures with primeval energy,
distilling the essence of these creatures with
a few simple lines. Her moth sculptures, part
of her ‘ Winged Beings’ series, invite us to
experience the world like a winged creature –
without boundaries, defying the gravitational
forces, while being grounded and firmly rooted.

Vanessa was born in Germany, but now lives
and works in Nova Scotia and Pietrasanta.
Va n e s s a wa s t w i ce s e m i -f i n a l i s t fo r t h e
pres tigious Canadian Sobeys Ar t Award.
She received the ‘Best Young Artist Award’ in
2009 from Blickachsen 7, a sculpture Biennale
in Germany. In 2011 she received the Woman
of exce l le n ce Awa rd f ro m t h e C a n a d i a n
Progress Club.  Her work is in public and private
collections including in the National Gallery of
Canada in Ottawa.

189

187

187. Capricorno 1
Statuario & Rosa
Portogallo marble
100 x 150 x 30 cm
Garden G3

188

188. Capricorno 2
Statuario & Rosa
Portogallo marble
111 x 115 x 84 cm
Garden G3

189. White Moth
Calacatta marble
66 x 131 x 10 cm
Ballroom

190. Falena
Calacatta marble
63 x 112 x 10 cm
Ballroom

190

Vanessa Paschakarnis

191

192

191. Black Moth
Spanish marble
24 x 66 x 38 cm
Ballroom

193

192. Horse Head
Statuario marble
75 x 33 x 38 cm
Gallery

193. Reaching
Eygptian & Marquinia
marble on bardiglio base
290 x 62 x 80 cm
Garden F2

Louise Plant

Louise Plant’s sculptures show an intriguing
marriage of controlled, carved lines with fluid
form. The ‘Regatta’ series is inspired by her
obser vations of rowing. These sculptures
simultaneously embody the vortices created
by a rower’s oar being forced through the
water and the controlled, explosive, cyclical,
r hythmical dr ive a nd gl ide of the rower,
connecting mind, body and water. Giving equal
significance to stone and space, using the same
carving techniques she learned in Pietrasanta,
Louise’s sculptures are visually striking; teasing
the most extraordinary forms out of the stone.

Louise’s work is found throughout the UK,
in India, Thailand and Italy and in numerous
private collections. In 2000, she received the
Artist of the Year Award from the Arts Council of
England, the Brian Mercer Marble Scholarship
in 2007, as well as the Swedish KKV Bohuslän
Scholarship in 2014. Louise was elected Fellow
of the Royal British Society of Sculptors in
2014. She has served on their Council and as
a selection panel member for the Brian Mercer
Scholarships. Her studio is in Devon.

198

194

195

199

196

194. Regatta VI
Portland limestone
35 x 43 x 27 cm
Garden D3

197

195. Regatta XII
Portland limestone
76 x 30 x 30 cm
Garden D3

196. Regatta IV
Portland limestone
58 x 40 x 36 cm
Garden D3

200

197. Regatta IX
Portland limestone
48 x 30 x 29 cm
Garden C1

198. Regatta II
Carrara marble
31 x 16 x 22 cm
Ballroom

199. Regatta X
Carrara marble
21 x 17 x 20 cm
Ballroom

200. Regatta XI
Carrara marble
18 x 16 x 16 cm
Ballroom

Jordi Raga Frances

Jordi Raga Frances is moving towards a more
organic line of work, investigating relationships
in the natural world. He explores the growth of
plants and corals, as a slow silent process, in
contrast with the human dynamics of noise and
pressure. The same tranquillity is evident in his
two pieces inspired by the river Windrush. These
site-specific sculptures pay homage to the river
as it winds past Asthall Manor, and offer a deep
emotional link for Jordi to a place he first visited
a decade ago.
I try to disappear, to detach from what I’m
doing and become not the centre but some

201

204

202

201. Pinklink
Rosa Portogallo marble
175 x 45 x 35 cm
Garden E3

sort of canal into the relationships that are
happening there.
Born in Valencia in 1979, Jordi studied arts in
Spain, Italy and Greece, obtaining a Bachelor’s
Degree in Fine Arts and a scholarship to study
marble sculpture in Carrara in 2001. He moved
to France to work on heritage restoration, and
found a way of living and travelling that took
him to the Acropolis and later to England, where
he worked on both Gloucester and Canterbury
Cathedrals. Jordi’s work has been seen in public
and private collections around the world. He is
based in Oxfordshire.

203

202. Mental Landscape
Black Marquina marble
160 x 80 x 40 cm
Garden G3

203. Windrush
Standing Stone
Black Marquina marble
220 x 80 x 15 cm
River meadow

205

204. The Sound of Water
Crema marfil marble
& found porphyry pebble
65 x 35 x 30 cm
Ballroom

205. Mortadelo
White marble
35 x 60 x 20 cm
Ballroom

Jordi Raga Frances

206

207

208

209

210

211

206. Vertigo
White marble with
found dioritic pebble
25 x 60 x 10 cm
Ballroom

207. Twin being I
White marble
42 x 25 x 8 cm
Ballroom lobby

208. Balloony siamese II
White marble
8 x 40 x 12 cm
Office

209. Silent Growth
Portoro marble
20 x 112 x 15 cm
Office

210. Twin being II
White marble
43 x 26 x 8 cm
Office

211. Home Blue
Blue alabaster
35 x 30 x 30 cm
Gallery

Peter Randall-Page

Peter Randall-Page’s practice is inspired by
the study of natural phenomena and their
subjective impact on our emotions. His work
is concerned with the underlying principles
determining growth and the forms it produces
in nature. Peter creates patterns that must
adapt to the natural qualities of the stone he
works with. Envelope of Pulsation (For Leo), is a
tantric aphorism describing form, exploring the
way in which subtle modulations of the stone’s
surface can evoke a sense of internal structure
in the imagination of the viewer. The dedication
is for Peter’s late friend, Leo, who owned the

Dartmoor quarry from which the granite came.
Peter was born in the UK in 1954 and studied
sculpture at Bath Academy of Art from 19731977. During the past 25 years Peter has
gained an international reputation through his
sculpture, drawings and prints. His work is held
in public and private collections in Japan, South
Korea, Australia, USA, Turkey, Eire, Germany
and the Netherlands. Peter was a member of the
design team for the Education Resource Centre
at the Eden Project in Cornwall, influencing
the design of the building by incorporating an
enormous granite sculpture, Seed, at its heart.

213

212

212. Envelope of
Pulsation (for Leo)
Blackenstone granite
from Dartmoor, Devon
160 x 140 x 110 cm
Garden G4

214

213. Geometry of Desire II
Rosso Luana marble
on wooden base
50 x 50 x 50 cm
Ballroom

214. Untitled, 2018
Beach pebble
14 x 40 x 70 cm
Ballroom

Inspired by the dark and mystical Dorset
countryside, Ben Russell explores the
remarkable forms of fungi, using a wide variety
of alabasters and limestones. For centuries,
fungi have been the focus of many superstitious
beliefs and folktales. Ben hints at their ancient
mysticism in a series of exquisitely realised
sculptural forms. His fungi lend themselves to
the texture and quality of stones. Considering
the dynamics of light, shadow and reflection,
Ben creates a body of work that cultivates a
sense of wonder and enchantment.

Ben Russell

Ben is a stone car ver, let ter cut ter and
restorer. He trained in Applied Architectural
Stonework and Conservation at Weymouth
College in Dorset and then went on to train
in Historic Carving at the City and Guilds of
London Art School. Since graduating, Ben has
worked throughout London on numerous historic
facades and monuments. He recently had an
exhibition, ‘The Cactus House’ at the Hignell
Gallery in London. Ben now lives in Dorset.

216

215

215. Brutus
Portland fancy
beech limestone
70 x 180 x 70 cm
Garden F3

217

216. Reclaim
Portland limestone
85 x 65 x 60 cm
Garden E3

217. Duo
Portland fancy
beech limestone
73 x 90 x 120.5 cm
Garden D2

Ben Russell

218

219

220

221

222

223

218. Arise
White alabaster on
nero marquina marble
48 x 45 x 60 cm
Porch F2

219. Tribe
White alabaster
on spalted beech
70 x 60 x 60 cm
Ballroom

220. Unfurl
White alabaster
20 x 37 x 21 cm
Office

221. Wounded
Brown alabaster
18 x 32 x 17 cm
Office

222. Fallen
White alabaster
45 x 60 x 50 cm
Gallery

223. Nurture
Verde ardesie limestone
45 x 70 x 20 cm
Churchyard

Jaya Schuerch

224

224. Mudflats II
Marble
36 x 95 x 71 cm
Garden D2

In her sculptural practice, Jaya Schuerch uses
pure, simple lines to approach and capture an
essence, emotion or idea. Each piece combines
with a na r rative or s tor y, adding to the
complexity of the sculpture. Jaya experiments
with texture and composition. The eclectic
mix of soft, polished surfaces, chiselled lines
and suspended stone, allow the sculptures to
occupy their own, otherworldly space.
As a child, I loved the poignancy of the book ‘Are
You My Mother?’ With this eponymous sculpture,
I wanted to show the tension of that baby
bird’s hopefulness, longing and indestructible

225

225. Creatura
Crystallina
98 x 39 x 40 cm
Garden E1

eagerness in her search for her mother. I think it
is that bird’s tenacity that impressed me the most.
Jaya was born in 1958 in Santa Barbara,
California. She studied Mechanical Engineering,
Botany and Biology before becoming an art
assistant to Ira Ono in 1984. In 1986, Jaya came
to Italy to pursue her love of sculpting. Jaya
has exhibited internationally in solo and group
exhibitions. Her work is in numerous public
collections across America, Europe, Taiwan,
China, Africa and Australia. In 2001, she and
three other sculptors founded Studio Pescarella
in Pietrasanta.

Jaya Schuerch

226

227

228

229

230

231

226. Are you my mother?
Marble
145 x 18 x 20 cm
Garden F2

227. Mudflats I
Marble
20 x 38 x 33 cm
Garden F3

228. Landing 1s
Marble
16 x 50 x 40 cm
Ballroom

229. Lost Treasure 1
Bardiglio marble & rope
12 x 80 x 60 cm
Ballroom

230. TÜmpeltier
Marble
5 x 30 x 23 cm
Office

231. Lost Treasure V
Onyx & leather
6 x 62 x 12 cm
Gallery

Sarah Smith

Sarah Smith’s sculptures are a meditation on
what can lie beneath the surface, both literally
and in relation to the human spirit. The rugged
and extreme landscape of the Yorkshire Dales
is one of the main inspirations for her work.
Limestone and Lichen is a weathered piece
of carboniferous limestone formed in tropical
seas in the Yorkshire Dales around 300 million
years ago. The Ice Age Boulder was buried by
ice sheets during the last glaciations between
17,000 and 25,000 years ago; we are the first
to experience it since then. A Place of Dreams

232

233

234

235

232. A Place of Dreams
Yorkshire blue slate
5 x 267 x 127 cm
Garden H3

233. Internal Reality
Purbeck limestone
25 x 25 x 20 cm
Garden C2

234. A Sense of Time
Yorkshire limestone
60 x 50 x 30 cm
Garden C1

was removed from a grade I listed church in
North Yorkshire and is a reflective piece on all
the people who have walked across the slate
into church with their hopes and dreams.
Sarah was born in 1965 in Yorkshire and
studied figurative art for many years, including
at The Elizabeth Frink School and a year of
stone carving in Northern Italy. In 2005, Sarah
returned to live and work in the Yorkshire Dales.
Sarah has had extensive private commissions
throughout the UK and abroad.

236

235. Limestone & Lichen
Yorkshire limestone
70 x 46 x 30 cm
Garden C3

236. An Ancient
Sea takes Flight
Yorkshire limestone
46 x 40 x 18 cm
Garden F1

Sarah Smith

238

237

237. Ice Age Boulder
Yorkshire limestone
120 x 110 x 90 cm
Garden C3

239

238. Primal I
Yorkshire limestone
30 x 30 x 20 cm
Garden E3

239. Primal II
Cumbrian limestone
18 x 7 x 4 cm
Gallery

Guy Stevens

Guy Stevens tries to resist the recognisable, and
yet within each sculpture there always seems
to be some part of an unintended object or
creature that has crept into the abstraction.
Guy often does not know what the result of his
carving will be, allowing echoes of forms to move
in and out of focus in the stone as he works.
Guy experiments with finish and texture to give
another dimension to his sculpture’s character.
I love discovering and sourcing my material;
it has taken me to people and places I would
otherwise not have found or thought of visiting.
I hope to give the viewer or discoverer of my

work the same sense of voyage, process and
emotion I have felt in its creation.
Guy completed a Fine Art degree at Chelsea
School of Ar t in 1994. His work developed
through multimedia projec ts using video,
photography, live performance and installation
as he explored the notion of self. In 2001, he
taught himself to carve stone and has been
car ving ever since. Guy is an Associate of
the Royal British Society of Sculptors, has
undertaken several public art commissions and
has works in private collections internationally.

240

241

242

243

244

245

240. Jump
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
74 x 136 x 105 cm
Garden E2

241. What’s happened
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
193 x 58 x 40 cm
Garden G3

242. Bone
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
65 x 145 x 75 cm
Garden H4

243. Kelp
Carrara marble
150 x 36 x 38 cm
Garden E4

244. Luminous beam
Carrara marble
210 x 39 x 17 cm
Garden B2

245. The sculpture
formerly known as Thin
Carrara marble
164 x 33 x 15 cm
Garden D3

Guy Stevens

246

247

248

246. The only kind
of dragon
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
56 x 152 x 30 cm
Garden F2

249

247. Nobody knows
Kilkenny limestone
48 x 77 x 36 cm
Garden E4

248. Dolly
Carrara marble
120 x 32 x 32 cm
Garden F2

250

249. Reclining stone
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
60 x 100 x 40 cm
River meadow

250. Blue wave
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
105 x 35 x 47 cm
Cloisters F3

Guy Stevens

251

254

251. Black seed ziglet
Kilkenny limestone
31 x 22 x 12 cm
Ballroom

254a

252. Loop of kelp
Kilkenny limestone
40 x 60 x 35 cm
Ballroom

252

253

255

256

253. Loop of white
Carrara marble
17 x 40 x 15 cm
Ballroom

254. White spikes,
Blue spikes 254(a)
Alabaster
15 x 23 x 19 cm
Ballroom

255. Mandale wave
Mandale stone
40 x 65 x 30 cm
Ballroom

256. Black gyro
Kilkenny limestone
125 x 15 x 15 cm
Office

Guy Stevens

257

258

259

260

261

262

257. Sunshine
Bardiglio marble
24 x 33 x 10 cm
Office

258. Spiky fat rascal
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
30 x 30 x 22 cm
Gallery

259. Mandale dolly
Mandale stone
12 x 43 x 40 cm
Gallery

260. Horizontal
accumulator
Portoro marble
10 x 97 x 7 cm
Gallery

261. Celestial bag
of moose
Kilkenny limestone
58 x 30 x 21 cm
Church

262. White gyro
Carrara marble
128 x 30 x 30 cm
Churchyard

Mark Stonestreet

Mark Stonestreet’s sculptures are a playful
investigation into line, definition and geometry.
Working with negative space, light and shadow,
Mark gives each of his sculptures direction
and flow. Lines direct the form, textures are
contrasted and complemented, and shapes are
contorted into new, enticing arrangements. Yet
each design maintains a sense of Mark’s own,
free hand carving, allowing his works to develop
in an open and instinctive manner.
Mark was born in Singapore in 1971. He
studied sculpture at Newcastle Polytechnic

after which he travelled extensively in Europe,
Asia and beyond, discovering different mediums
and methods for carving. In 2004, Mark moved
to Mamallapuram in India, a village of over
200 stone carving workshops. Mark spent the
following four years working and living amongst
the traditional Dravidian temple carvers of south
India. He has now been working in stone for over
ten years. His works can be found in private and
public collections throughout Europe, Asia and
the USA. He works in his studio in Brighton with
working spells in Mamallapuram each winter.

263

264

265

266

267

268

263. Kinky Wobble
Kanyakumari
green granite
180 x 30 x 30 cm
Garden H4

264. Blue Nagar
White granite
170 x 30 x 12 cm
Garden D1

265. Fizz
White granite
168 x 32 x 14 cm
Garden D2

266. Strange Fruit
Kanyakumari
green granite
76 x 132 x 39 cm
Garden F2

267. Curly Wurly
Kanyakumari
green granite
103 x 25 x 20 cm
Garden F3

268. ZZZZZZZ
Rajasthani marble
150 x 30 x 15 cm
Garden F4

Mark Stonestreet

269

270

271

272

273

274

269. Woody
Blue granite
40 x 56 x 14 cm
Garden C2

270. Dotty Pod
Black granite
50 x 25 x 27 cm
Potting Shed

271. Stretch
Black granite
35 x 40 x 20 cm
Garden F3

272. Vertical Haze
Kanyakumari
green granite
64 x 64 x 3 cm
Garden G4

273. Up n Over
Kanyakumari
green granite
180 x 50 x 26 cm
River meadow

274. Crosshatch
Kanyakumari
green granite
200 x 30 x 18 cm
Churchyard

Mark Stonestreet

275

276

277

278

278

279

275. Cloud
Rajasthani marble
32 x 40 x 10 cm
Ballroom

276. Whisp
Black granite
40 x 38 x 6 cm
Ballroom

277. Whitey Two Lines
Rajasthani marble
63 x 31 x 12 cm
Church

278. Line Up 1 & 2
Kanyakumari
green granite
55 x 37 x 2 cm
Office

279. Wallbulbus
Black granite
40 x 40 x 10 cm
Ballroom

280

280. Wallsquiggle
Purbeck grub
50 x 43 x 4 cm
Ballroom

Richard Strachey

281

282

Del icately etched into the rock , Richard
Strachey’s works show pastoral scenes of corn
waving in the wind or cows standing under a
cloudy sky. Around boulders trees curl and
entwine as they begin to blossom. Richard gets
to know each of his pieces first; their ragged
shape, their colour, density and hardness. In
this way the geological history and shape of
the stone becomes an intrinsic part of Richard’s
carving. Using limestone, slate and sometimes
marble, Richard finds a drawing or form
which corresponds with the stone he chooses,
revealing its own untold story. Thoughtful,

285

283

284

281. Bird on a spiral 1
282. Bird on a spiral 2
Granite &
Hatherleigh basalt
90 x 20 x 20 cm
Garden E4

delicate and utterly delightful, Richard’s work
perfectly captures the beauty and charm of the
English countryside.
Born in 1950 on the Mendip hills, Richard
studied sculpture at Bath Academy of Arts.
During the holidays Richard worked for a
local stonemasonry business, who gave him
a practical application to stonework. After
leaving college, he worked as a conservator,
mason and carver on many historic buildings
including Wells, Truro and Bristol cathedrals.
His workshop is in Devon.

286

283. Late September
in Lower Parkham
Derbyshire limestone
61 x 46 x 5 cm
Garden F3

284. Silaging at Monkleigh
York sandstone
36 x 74 x 8 cm
Garden F3

285. Yelland in October 1
Llandraw sandstone
39 x 45 x 3 cm
Garden F3

286. Yelland in October 2
Llandraw sandstone
39 x 45 x 3 cm
Garden F3

Richard Strachey

287

288

289

290

287. Red Bird
on Boulders
Granite &
Hatherleigh basalt
90 x 20 x 20 cm
Cloisters F3

288. Green Bird
on Boulders
Granite
90 x 20 x 20 cm
Cloisters F3

289. Looking towards
Parkham
Purbeck marble
47 x 57 x 14 cm
Gallery

291

290. Grey Sands,
Appledore
Purbeck marble
40 x 87 x 7 cm
Gallery

291. Raining at
Fremington
Purbeck marble
115 x 98 x 8 cm
Churchyard

When carving, Almuth Tebbenhoff searches
inside the stone. She scoops, chisels and cuts
into the sculpture, uncovering the delicate
translucency of the marble beneath. It is this
unusual excavation that reveals the crystalline
structure of the stone and allows their internal
glow to radiate through. Almuth’s pieces appear
to be single, static objects that capture the
ambiguity of the universe. Almuth not only
celebrates the medium she works with but also
the mysteries of life.

Almuth Tebbenhoff

292

293

292. Pagina di Marmo
Amministrazione marble
93 x 85 x 54 cm
Garden E3

294

293. Stone Fruit
Portogallo Rosa marble
40 x 40 x 35 cm
Ballroom

294. Anello Touch
Statuario marble
75 x 66 x 17 cm
Garden E2

Born in North Germany, Almuth moved to
England when she was 18. She trained in ceramics
at Sir John Cass School of Art in London from
1972-5. In the late 1970s Eduardo Paolozzi saw her
work and invited her to the Royal College of Art
to continue her training. Almuth now works with
steel, clay and, since 2006, with marble, following
a scholarship with Studio Sem in Pietrasanta.
She curated the Sculpture Show for Leicester
University in 2012 and 2013 and received an
Honorary Doctorate from Leicester University.
She has been a Fellow of the Royal British Society
of Sculptors since 2003.  

Lotte Thuenker finds her inspiration in the
movement of water, the hulls of boats and in
the shipwrecks eroded by the sea, as well as
in the elements. Her sculptures play with line
and shape, allowing spirals, circles and pillars
to appear from within the rough stone. Surfaces
are finely polished, illuminating iridescent veins
of colour. Exploring the contrasts between inside
and outside, lustre and dullness, structure and
fluidity, Lotte is able to find an equilibrium within
each sculpture.

Lotte studied Architecture in Berlin and
worked there as an architect for several years.
In 1997 she moved to Italy and is one of the three
founders of the international sculpture studio,
Studio Pescarella, in Pietrasanta. The other two
are also showing at on form. She has shown
her works in numerous exhibitions in Germany,
Italy and Switzerland and is represented in
private and public collections in Germany, the
Netherlands, Tunisia, USA and Hong Kong. She
now lives and works in Italy and Berlin.

Lotte Thuenker

295

296

297

298

299

300

295. Black Cube
Limestone petit granit
46 x 53 x 53 cm
Garden E3

296. Mumtaz Mahal
Carrara marble
30 x 41 x 61 cm
Garden F2

297. Avellana I
Limestone petit granit
20 x 22 x 30 cm
Garden E1

298. Avellana II
Limestone petit granit
21 x 23 x 32 cm
Garden E1

299. Princess
Onyx & limestone
79 x 17 x 25 cm
Ballroom

300. Dragon’s Skin
Bardiglio marble
24 x 44 x 24 cm
Garden E2

Lotte Thuenker

301

302

303

304

305

306

301. Calymene V
Limestone petit granit
27 x 24 x 41 cm
Ballroom

302. About Flying Fish
Carrara marble
21 x 29 x 35 cm
Ballroom

303. Elephans III
Brazilian cristall stone
44 x 46 x 22 cm
Ballroom

304. Trara,
Tamtam & Bohei
Carrara marble &
limestone nero di belgio
Dimensions vary
Ballroom lobby

305. On The Green Nile
Carrara marble & onyx
20 x 37 x 70 cm
Office

306. Triple, Triply and Trio
portoro marble, laaser
marble & limestone
10 x 9 x 13 cm
Gallery

Using flowing forms to celebrate the beauty
found in the natural world, Jude Tucker’s
graceful sculptures stretch and curl into
beguiling organic shapes. By respecting and
enhancing the innate qualities of the stone,
Jude captures the grounding stillness of the
material. Jude uses stones ranging from creamy
limestone and alabaster to the harder blues of
Ancaster weatherbed, and makes good use of
their subtle textures.

Jude is based in south Warwickshire. She
studied stonemasonry at Bath College after
which she did a postgraduate course at the City
and Guilds of London Art College. In 2011 Jude
was awarded the Bernard Noble Foundation
Sculpture Prize. Jude now teaches stone carving
in Long Marston and at residential courses
in her workshop in Swanage. At present she
continues to work exclusively with stone. Jude
is represented by Jaggedart Gallery.

Jude Tucker

307

308

310

311

307. Nascent Warrior
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
90 x 87 x 11 cm
Garden E4

308. Camarina
Caen stone
66 x 66 x 13 cm
Garden D1

309. Sirocco
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
26 x 67 x 35 cm
Garden D2

309

312

310. Feronia
Caen stone
24 x 27 x 12 cm
Garden F3

311. Lumina
Clouds alabaster
40 x 26 x 7 cm
Office

313

312. Freyr
Yellow alabaster
40 x 25 x 7 cm
Office

313. Lunar Warrior
Alabaster
40 x 41 x 6 cm
Office

Jude Tucker

315

317

314

314. Zaffre
Lapis
45 x 12 x 12 cm
Gallery

316

315. Nicaea
Alabaster
13 x 34 x 5 cm
Cabinet

316. Persephone
Spanish alabaster
51 x 52 x 6 cm
Church

318

317. Arcadia
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
114 x 37 x 12 cm
Churchyard

318. Pneuma
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
114 x 37 x 12 cm
Churchyard

Anthony Turner’s work is a contemplation of
the nourishing abundance of the natural world.
Like domestic deities, Anthony’s seeds, bean
pods, berries and abstract forms offer a sense
of communion, paying homage to the richness
of life. The interplay of stippled and smooth
surfaces within his sculptures illuminate the
stone’s own landscape.
Anthony was born in Kenya in 1959 and lived
on a coffee farm until he was 17. Early influences

include two meticulous Kikuyu craftsmen Charles the carpentry teacher and Macharia the
farm carpenter. Having studied psychology at
Exeter University, he worked as an assistant to
the sculptor Peter Randall-Page for four years
to learn stone carving and began carving his
own work in 1994. With his main workshop in
the Teign Valley on the edge of Dartmoor in
Devon, Anthony also works in an old cowshed
in Oxfordshire.

Anthony Turner

319

319. Tower Bean
Kilkenny limestone
137 x 22 x 15 cm
Garden G4

320. Green Standing Bean
Connemara marble
110 x 32 x 22 cm
Garden E2

320

321

322

323

321. OK Bean
Connemara marble
73 x 50 x 24 cm
Garden E2

322. Rugrock
Connemara marble
52 x 46 x 33 cm
Garden E1

323. Honeyfruit
Kilkenny limestone
23.5 x 61.5 x 22 cm
Garden G4

Anthony Turner

324

325

326

327

328

329

324. Cheeky Peas
Connemara marble
80 x 51 x 14 cm
Garden E2

325. Banana Boat
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
31.5 x 28.5 x 13.5 cm
Cloisters F3

326. Potion
Kilkenny limestone
22.5 x 22.5 x 15 cm
Cloisters F3

327. The Full Calabash
Ancaster weatherbed
limestone
31 x 25 x 25 cm
Cloisters F3

328. Nectanebo Bean
Black Portoro marble
27 x 41 x 19 cm
Ballroom

329. Phorme
Green Polyphant stone
28.5 x 44 x 21 cm
Ballroom

Anthony Turner

330

331

332

333

334

335

330. Little Blue Peas
Blue Polyphant stone
12.5 x 36 x 12.5 cm
Ballroom

331. Swansong
Polyphant stone
37 x 47 x 18 cm
Ballroom

332. Cloud Mountain
Rosso Luana marble
27.5 x 31 x 16 cm
Ballroom

333. Green Gourd
Polyphant stone
18.5 x 29 x 22 cm
Office

334. Blue Kiss
Blue Polyphant stone
26.5 x 23.3 x 15 cm
Office

335. Purbeck Man
Purbeck marble
20.5 x 35 x 15.5 cm
Gallery

Anthony Turner

338

336

339

337

336. Spring Bean
Swale Dale fossil limestone
32.5 x 31 x 12.5 cm
Gallery

337. Three Mangoes
Polyphant stone

338. Rolling Stones II
Rainbow stone

339. Rolling Stone IV
Rainbow stone

340. Rolling Stone V
Rainbow stone

16.5 x 37 x 26.5 cm
Gallery

19.5 x 18 x 14 cm
Porch F2

15.5 x 27 x 18 cm
Porch F2

17 x 23 x 14 cm
Porch F2

340

In Lucy Unwin’s work, organic curves emerge
from the rock, achieving the natural arches
and spirals of per fectly preser ved fossils.
These shapes, serving as archetypal signs of
prehistoric life, are also a celebration of the
marble itself, revealing the intricate veins
and splits of colour inherent to the stone. In
one vein of work, Lucy shows the positive and
negative sides of a fossil, the roughness and
innate irregularities of the boulder sitting side
by side with the painstakingly polished inside.
Lucy focuses on these enduring, natural forms,
excavating the fossils from the stone, working

Lucy Unwin

341

341. Organic Form
Carrara marble
90 x 25 x 25 cm
Garden F1

342. Earth Fossil
Onyx
68 x 40 x 70 cm
Garden F1

from the outside in to reveal the subtle layers
of time within. In others, her works echo the
curves found elsewhere in nature, including the
human body.  
Lucy was born in Suffolk and grew up in
East Anglia. She studied Fine Art Sculpture at
Winchester School of Art before spending time
carving in Pietrasanta. Lucy has exhibited in the
UK and Sweden and sold work to both public
and private collections across Europe, America
and the Caribbean. Her work has been exhibited
in the Royal Society of Marine Artists Exhibition
in 2016. Her studio is in Gloucestershire.

342

343

344

345

343. Moon Fossil (Large)
Carrara marble
70 x 25 x 52 cm
Garden C2

344. Emerging Fossil
Carrara marble
50 x 35 x 50 cm
Garden C3

345. Spaccarsi
Portoro marble
53 x 20 x 40 cm
Garden E1

Lucy Unwin

346

346. Exposed
Portoro marble
90 x 42 x 50 cm
Potting Shed

347. White Onyx Fossil
White onyx
37 x 17 x 20 cm
Gallery

347

348

349

350

348. Moon Fossil (Small)
Carrara marble
50 x 17 x 45 cm
Church

349. Fengari
Portoro marble
70 x 22 x 62 cm
Churchyard

350. Illios
Carrara marble
70 x 22 x 62 cm
Churchyard

Paul Vanstone

Paul Va ns tone h a s inher ite d a n a ncient
fascination with the potential of marble and
alabaster. He is intrigued by its hardness and
light-reflecting qualities. He visits the quarries
and stoneyards of Carrara and Pietrasanta to
choose huge blocks of stone and, with a mixture
of classical and contemporary techniques,
transforms them into works which portray the
hopefulness of the human figure, the flow of
covering cloth, or the tenderness of meeting lips.
Paul trained in Sculpture at Central & St
Martin’s School of Art and the Royal College

351

353

352

351. Folding Carrara
Carrara marble
240 x 172 x 60 cm
Garden H4

352. Onyx Dress
Iranian green onyx
& Carrara marble
190 x 55 x 121 cm
Potting Shed

353. Alabaster Kiss
Alabaster on steel base
126 x 100 x 35 cm
Ballroom

of Art. He was awarded the Darwin Scholarship
in 1990, the Royal Academy of Ar t Travel
Scholarship in 1992 and the Henry Moore Award
in 1991 and 1992. Paul worked in Italy at the
traditional marble carving studios near Carrara.
On his return to the UK, Paul became an assistant
to leading British sculptor, Anish Kapoor, for five
years. He has exhibited at a number of major
galleries and sculpture gardens in the UK
including the British Museum, the Victoria and
Albert Museum and the Chelsea Flower show.
Paul works in his studio in West London.

Working with his hands has been a lifelong
occupation for Nigel , ultimately leading him to
work with stone. He carves directly into bulky
bits of rock with little or no knowledge of the
outcome and yet always seems to return to the
form of the head. Nigel’s sculptures feel centred
and grounded. Yet there is an underlying sense of
humour too; each of these unusually expressive
faces is a subtle manifestation of feeling, ranging
from contentment to disgruntlement, through
wry amusement

Nigel has spent his life working as an artist
in many different media, from illustration in
fine pen and ink drawings to wood carving and
turning. Since 1992 he has focused on stone
sculpture, producing powerful figures and heads.
He was awarded a bursary to travel to Greece
in 1992 to work specifically with marble. He has
lived and worked in Devon for the last 35 years.
Nigel has sculpture in private collections in the
UK and abroad.

Nigel Watson

354

355

357

358

354. Guiting Wry
Orange Guiting
52 x 39 x 12 cm
Garden E2

355. Big Head
Rainforest green marble
52 x 24 x 46 cm
Garden F2

356. Connemara
marble Head
Connemara marble
58 x 14 x 27 cm
Ballroom

356

359

357. Blue in the Face
Blue marble
20 x 7.5 x 17 cm
Ballroom

358. Wasted
Connemara marble
43 x 15 x 7 cm
Office

359. Relief Head
Connemara marble
30 x 21 x 11 cm
Office

Nigel Watson

360

361

362

363

360. Polyphant Head
Polyphant stone
29 x 14 x 15.5 cm
Gallery

361. Twoface
Connemara marble
25 x 4.5 x 18 cm
Gallery

362. Something Fishy
Connemara marble
& Cornish polyphant
14 x 6.5 x 8 cm
Cabinet

364

363. Square Head
Alabaster & brick,
found in the sea
17 x 11 x 7 cm
Cabinet

364. Boulder Boy
Connemara marble
14 x 10.5 x 10 cm
Cabinet

Everyday objects such as cardboard boxes or
cigarette butts appear squashed, wrinkled and
crumpled: discarded after being used. These
hyperrealist sculptures are carved from stone
and marble, creating a fascinating juxtaposition
between the beauty and value of the materials
and the worthless items that they represent.
On each sculpture, Tom records and preserves
every bump, crease and indentation, carefully
capturing the minute imprints of human use.

Tom is a British sculptor and architectural
stone-carver based in Somerset. He started
work as a stonemason in Bristol in 2000 and
went on to study stone carving at the City and
Guilds of London Art School. In 2007, Tom worked
for Peter Randall-Page on the Seed sculpture
for the Eden Project. His work includes public
commissions, historic building conservation and
architectural sculpture replacement. Tom is the
winner of the global Rise art prize 2018 sculptor
of the year and People’s Choice awards.

Tom Waugh

367

365

365. Big Takeaway
Doulting stone
55 x 35 x 30 cm
Garden F2

366

366. Crushed Can
Iron stone
13 x 14 x 24 cm
Garden F2

367. Butt 1
Doulting stone, ham stone,
Portland stone, Kilkenny
stone, gold leaf & rust
75 x 13 x 13 cm
Garden F2

368. Butt 2
Doulting stone, ham stone,
Portland stone, Kilkenny
stone, gold leaf & rust
13 x 75 x 13 cm
Garden F2

369

369. Fossil Fuel
Iron stone
23 x 23 x 30 cm
Garden E2

368

Tom Waugh

370

371

372

373

374

375

370. Crushed Box
Portland stone
& statuario marble
18 x 20 x 30 cm
Cloisters F3

371. Stuffed Box
Portland stone
& statuario marble
20 x 20 x 30 cm
Ballroom

372. Squashed Box
Portland stone &
statuario marble
15 x 20 x 30 cm
Office

373. Cigarette Butt
Portland stone
& hornton blue
38 x 12 x 10 cm
Gallery

374. Takeaway
Bath stone
28 x 18 x 18 cm
Gallery

375. Bag for Life
Statuario marble
& gold leaf
25 x 25 x 14 cm
Gallery

Dominic Welch

Dominic Welch’s purity of form invokes natural
harmonies that calm the senses and spark the
imagination. The subtle curves belie the hard,
stubborn stone beneath. Drawing his designs
directly onto the stone by hand, Dominic
pays minute attention to each curve, line and
finish. In their formal simplicity and directness,
Dominic’s sculptures create a contemplative
and mesmerising experience.
I’m quite haphazard about the way I find the
form – completely by eye with little measuring.
There’s no real knowing what’s right, but you

377

376

376. Contemplation VII
Kilkenny limestone
(unfinished)
270 x 103 x 30 cm
Garden H3

378

377. Cycladic Moon
Kilkenny limestone
125 x 130 x 17 cm
Garden E1

378. Galaxias
Kilkenny limestone
70 x 110 x 12 cm
Garden B2

get to a point where you think, OK, that works.
Born in Buckinghamshire, Dominic did not
have a formal training in sculpture. Instead,
having placed a speculative advert looking for
an apprenticeship, he was fortunate to meet
the sculptor Peter Randall-Page. He worked as
an assistant to Peter for ten years, learning the
craft of carving whilst developing his own ideas.
For 12 years he has worked independently and
has exhibited extensively in the UK, Australia,
USA and Japan. Dominic is represented by
Messum’s, London. He now lives in Devon.

Galaxias detail

Alex Wenham

379

Alex Wenham’s sculptures are sharp,
te chnical a nd wit ty. Using his ex tensive
knowledge and experience in draughtsmanship,
stonemasonry and restoration, Alex creates
pie ces that are archite c tural a s well a s
de corative. His wor ks a re l ike forgot ten
ecclesiastical treasures, infusing the modern
with the medieval. But these works are also
playful; his Hare and Tortoise waterspouts
infuse traditional stone carving with a beloved,
and ancient fable. Alex also uses exotic animals
to interact with architecture; a monkey perches
on what could be the top of a church spire,

381

380

382

379. Rose window
with lizards
Cadeby limestone
186 x 70 x 45 cm
Garden D3

inquisitively looking out.
A l e x g r a d u a t e d f r o m Tr i n i t y C o l l e g e ,
Cambridge in 2000 and lived in France for eight
years before returning to the UK. He specialises
in architectural stone carving, restoration of
stone carvings, statuary and letter cutting.
He has restored some of the most prestigious
buildings in both the UK and France, including
St Paul’s Cathedral, The Houses of Parliament,
The Louvre and St Pancras Station. In 2016,
Alex came first in the European Stone Festival,
winning the top prize for the third time in the last
four years. His studio is in Oxford.  

383

380. Armadillo finial 2
Portland limestone
95 x 40 x 40 cm
Garden E2

381. Armadillo finial 1
Portland limestone
80 x 40 x 40 cm
Garden E2

382. Hare & Tortoise
water spouts
Massangis limestone
16 x 23.5 x 105 cm
Garden F3

383. Pinnacle monkey
Portland limestone
99 x 67 x 45 cm
Potting Shed

384. Earth, Moon & Sun,
scale 1:1.5 billion
(opposite)
Turquoise & picture
Jasper, inlaid in Assoluto
black granite & teak
Indian sandstone

Sun diameter 931 mm
Earth 9 mm and Moon
3 mm. Inlaid in panel
600 x 600 mm. Distance
Earth to Sun 100 m
River meadow

How to explore this exhibition fully

Don’t miss

Artists are listed alphabetically in this catalogue,

Here is a list of our outlying areas and gallery spaces.

with a numbered, illustrated guide to their work,
showing its location. The numbers in the catalogue
correspond to the stone numbers which are beside

The Potting Shed café and field

the sculptures. Where sculptures are in the garden,
we also give a grid reference for the map.

The churchyard

Sales

The swimming pool and the 

All works are for sale. Price lists will be available

Mad Hatter bookshop

at the admissions desk or in the office. If you
have any sales enquiries or would like to know
more about the individual artists or how to
commission work, please come to the office,
or email: info@onformsculpture.co.uk.
Lorfords furniture is also for sale.

The earth mounds 
The hidden lake and the woods 
behind it 

sales@lorfordsantiques.com
The woods above the tennis court 

Please do touch
on form’s unique ‘please do touch’ policy means

The path by the stream 

that you can touch the sculpture, not only to
experience the shape and texture of the work,

The river meadow 

but also the different temperatures of the stone.
However, please do not push, climb or sit on the
sculpture, and be aware that jewellery can scratch
stone. It is very important that young children are
appropriately supervised.
No dogs please (guide dogs excepted).

The ballroom 
The cloisters
The porch 
St Nicholas Church 
The office
The gallery
The film room

